Countertop
Refrigerators and Freezers

Hospital | Pharmacy | Laboratory | Blood Bank

Compact Countertop
Refrigerators and Freezers
Follett has long been an industry leader in medical-grade refrigerators and freezers,
offering high-performance, high-quality products backed by unmatched service and
support. Ideal for small storage needs, our line of “mini” countertop refrigerators and
freezers offers superior temperature consistency in a space-saving footprint that is
ideal for use on countertops, with medication dispensing systems, or wall-mounted
above other equipment.
Medications | Vaccines | Mother's milk | Specimens | Patient food

Superior Temperature
Performance
Follett countertop refrigerators
and freezers are designed
specifically to meet the
temperature performance and
heavy use requirements of hospitals
and other healthcare facilities.
 Heavy-duty compressor and
forced air cooling provide
temperature consistency
and quick recovery after
door openings
 Non-CFC refrigerants


R134a in refrigerators



R404a in freezers

Refrigerators

Freezers

The Convenience You Want,
The Security You Need
When it comes to critical product storage, there’s no
room for error. Follett’s countertop refrigerators and
freezers are engineered for maximum ease-of-use and
the highest safeguards for product security.

Display C or F

 Custom-designed microprocessor temperature
controller with adjustable refrigeration set point
provides precise control


Refrigeration system settings are conveniently
accessed through front-mounted controller
functions for visibility and ease-of-use



Exterior LED digital temperature display is available
in user-programmable C or F with choice to display
either product or air temperature



Sleep mode turns off temperature display, if desired



Controller lock-out feature eliminates accidental
changes to temperature set points or alarm settings

High alarm

 User-programmable audible and visual high/low
temperature and door-ajar alarms provide protection
for valuable stored products
 Mechanical lock supports Joint Commission
standards for medication storage


Optional keypad access control is available

Mechanical lock

 Flush door design is compatible with locking
hardware of standard medication dispensing systems
 Rear access port provides easy probe entry for
third‑party monitoring systems
Optional keypad

Easy Serviceability. Built to Last.
 Stainless steel interior and exterior provide
exceptional durability and easy cleaning
 Dished floor allows for easy cleaning
 Heavy-duty edge-mount, self-closing hinges
ensure long life
 Dart-type magnetic gasket door closure allows
replacement without use of tools
 Field reversible door provides installation flexibility
 Rubberized feet protect counter surface and
reduce equipment movement
 Removable back panel allows easy service access
to compressor, condenser and fans
 Hospital-grade plug is included

Features Designed
for User Convenience
 Available in one and two cubic foot models for small
storage needs and specialty areas


Both models fit easily on standard 24.00" (61.0 cm)
deep counters



One cubic foot model height is less than 18.00" (45.7 cm)
to allow countertop use under overhanging cabinets

 Shallow shelf depth provides superior visibility and easy
access to stored products
 Epoxy-coated shelves adjust in 0.5" (13 mm) increments to
optimize storage flexibility (except FZR1)
 Wall-mount accessory allows units to be mounted above
other equipment or counters
 All units are stackable with kits available to place


countertop units on countertop units



countertop units on undercounter units

 Right-hinged door reverses quickly in the field for
complete location flexibility
 60 ml product bottle and probe are placed out of the way
in side-mounted bracket
 Quiet compressor allows use in noise‑sensitive areas

Specifications

REF1

Nominal capacity

1 cu ft (28 L)

0.6 cu ft (16 L)

1.8 cu ft (51 L)

1.6 cu ft (44 L)

Ventilation clearance with more than 8.00" (20.32 cm) top clearance

2.00" (5.1 cm)
for both sides

2.00" (5.1 cm)
for both sides

2.00" (5.1 cm)
for both sides

2.00" (5.1 cm)
for both sides

Ventilation clearance with less than 8.00" (20.32 cm) top clearance

6.00" (15.24 cm)
for one side

6.00" (15.24 cm)
for one side

6.00" (15.24 cm)
for one side

6.00" (15.24 cm)
for one side

Interior width

14.50" (36.8 cm)

14.60" (37.1 cm)

14.50" (36.8 cm)

14.60" (37.1 cm)

Interior height

11.25" (28.6 cm)

5.72" (14.5 cm)

21.25" (54.0 cm)

15.72" (39.9 cm)

Interior depth

10.00" (25.4 cm)

11.60" (29.5 cm)

10.00" (25.4 cm)

11.60" (29.5 cm)

Exterior width

18.60" (47.2 cm)

18.60" (47.2 cm)

18.60" (47.2 cm)

18.60" (47.2 cm)

Exterior height

17.93" (45.5 cm)

17.93" (45.5 cm)

27.93" (70.9 cm)

27.93" (70.9 cm)

Exterior depth at top

24.00" (61.0 cm)

24.00" (61.0 cm)

24.00" (61.0 cm)

24.00" (61.0 cm)

Exterior depth at bottom

20.00" (50.8 cm)

20.00" (50.8 cm)

20.00" (50.8 cm)

20.00" (50.8 cm)

FZR1

REF2

FZR2

Optional Front-Access Condensate Pan
on Countertop Refrigerators
Factory-installed slide-out drawer with removable condensate
pan enables easy cleaning
 Condensate pan can be accessed from the front
of the unit without tools
 Agion is molded into the condensate pan to
inhibit microbial growth

Unmatched Service and
 Outstanding warranty


Two year parts and labor on refrigeration system

 Free local service seminars offered throughout the
U.S. and Canada



Five year parts on compressor

 Online training modules available

 Factory-direct parts available 10 years
after product is no longer manufactured

 Technical support available seven days a week

The Leader in Medical-Grade Refrigeration
Follett offers healthcare's most comprehensive line of high-performance refrigeration ranging from countertop
to undercounter and upright refrigerators and freezers. Features are designed to meet the critical demands of the
healthcare industry including temperature control, energy savings, alarm, monitoring, storage features and more.
Follett. The next level of performance, service and control.
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